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Introduction

Lesson 15

Read Many poems tell stories. Like stories, they have a speaker 
who talks to the reader. They also have a beginning, a middle, and 
an end. Poems are made up of lines that are called verses. A group 
of verses is called a stanza. The stanzas in a poem work together to 
tell a story. Each stanza tells an important part of the poem’s story, 
and the stanzas build on each other to present ideas and tell a story. 

Read the poem below. Tell who the speaker is. Then think 
about the idea in each stanza. How does the second stanza 
build on the first stanza?

A Penguin’s Life
 I’m a bird with little wings,

 but they don’t make me fly.

 The air above is not for me.

 The ocean is my sky.

5 In icy seas I swoop and soar,

 a swimmer fast and bold.

 You’d swim fast, if you were me—

 the water sure is cold! 

When you understand the parts of a poem, you  
can see how each line and stanza builds on what 
came before it.

What Are Poems Made Of?

RL.3.5 Refer to parts of . . . poems when writing or speaking about a text, using terms 
such as . . . stanza; describe how each successive part builds on earlier sections.
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Academic Talk 
Use these words to talk about the text.

Think You’ve learned what verses and stanzas are and how 
stanzas make meaning in a poem. How do the stanzas in “A 
Penguin’s Life” work together to present an idea about penguins? 
Complete the chart to show how the stanzas work together and 
what idea they develop.

• speaker• stanza • verses

Talk Reread the last two lines of the poem. How do these lines change 
how the poem makes you feel?

Idea of Stanza 1 Penguins cannot fly.

Idea of Stanza 2 

Idea of Whole Poem



Read

Modeled and Guided Instruction
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Genre: Poem

Circle things in each 
stanza the speaker in the 
poem tells about and sees.

Close Reader Habits

from the Navajo

 Little puppy with the black spots,
 Come and herd the flock with me.
 We will climb the red rocks
 And from the top we’ll see
 5 The tall cliffs, the straight cliffs,
 Where the eagles live.

 We’ll see the dark rocks,
 The smooth rocks,
 That hold the rain to give us
10 Water, when we eat our bread and meat,
 When the sun is high.

Little Puppy
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  How do the two stanzas of “Little Puppy” work together 
to build meaning?

Think

1  Finish the chart to figure out what this Navajo poem is saying about 
nature.

As you read, 
summarize each 
stanza to help you 
understand the poem.

Explore

HINT How do 
the rocks help the 
speaker and the dog?

Idea of Stanza 1 

The speaker and dog will  
climb the red rocks.

They will see tall, straight  
cliffs where eagles live. 

Idea of Stanza 2 

Idea of Whole Poem

Talk 

2  What do the “dark rocks” make the speaker think about?

Write 

3  Short Response How are the ideas in the first stanza and the  
second stanza connected? How does that help you understand  
what the poem is about? Write your answer in the space provided on 
page 248.



Read

Guided Practice
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Genre: Poem

Little by Little 
                                      Anonymous

 “Little by little,” an acorn said,
 As it slowly sank in its mossy bed,
 “I am improving every day,
 Hidden deep in the earth away.”

 5 Little by little, each day it grew;
 Little by little, it sipped the dew;
 Downward it sent out a thread-like root;
 Up in the air sprung a tiny shoot.

 Day after day, and year after year,
10 Little by little the leaves appear;
 And the slender branches spread far and wide,
 Till the mighty oak is the forest’s pride.

What is the poem about? 
Underline what is 
speaking in the first 
stanza. Circle what 
it becomes in the 
last stanza. 

Close Reader Habits
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Think

1  What key idea is presented in the first stanza?

A The acorn is improving every day.

B The acorn knows it is very small.

C The acorn knows it has to stay hidden.

D The acorn believes it is slowly disappearing. 

2  How does the second stanza build on the first one?

A It shows that the acorn remains small.

B It shows how the acorn is improving.

C It describes the mossy bed where it disappeared.

D It explains why the acorn needed to be hidden.

3  Describe how the acorn starts to change in the second stanza. 
Use examples from the poem in your answer.

 

 

 

Talk 

4  Which words are repeated in every stanza? What do these words add 
to the meaning of the poem?

Write 

5  Short Response What story does this poem tell the reader? Use 
details from each stanza in your answer. Write your answer in the 
space provided on page 249.

As you read, stop and 
summarize what is 
happening in each 
stanza. This will help 
you understand 
the story the poem 
is telling.

HINT How long 
does it take the acorn 
to grow into an oak?
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Check Your Writing
 Did you read the prompt carefully?

 Did you put the prompt in your own words?

 Did you use the best evidence from the text to support your ideas? 

 Are your ideas clearly organized? 

 Did you write in clear and complete sentences? 

 Did you check your spelling and punctuation?

Don’t forget to check 
your writing.

HINT How do the 
rocks help the 
speaker and the dog?

Write Use the space below to write your answer to the question on page 245.

3  Short Response How are the ideas in the first stanza and the  
second stanza connected? How does that help you understand  
what the poem is about?

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Little Puppy
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Check Your Writing
 Did you read the prompt carefully?

 Did you put the prompt in your own words?

 Did you use the best evidence from the text to support your ideas? 

 Are your ideas clearly organized? 

 Did you write in clear and complete sentences? 

 Did you check your spelling and punctuation?

Write Use the space below to write your answer to the question on page 247.

HINT How long 
does it take the 
acorn to grow into 
an oak?

5  Short Response What story does this poem tell  
the reader? Use details from each stanza in your answer.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Little by Little 



The Truth 
About the

Dragon’s Tooth 
by John Hansen

Read

Independent Practice
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Genre: Narrative Poem

 The king called me to his throne
 and said, “That dragon must be slayed!”
 I bowed and played the brave, strong knight,
 but in truth . . . I was afraid.

 5 As I dressed in shining armor
 and sharpened sword and lance,
 a voice inside me whispered,
 “You haven’t got a chance!”

 I climbed upon my faithful horse
10 and rode off into the gloom.
 I hoped I’d see my home again
 on the other side of doom.

 I rode into the mountains
 and faced the dangerous beast.
15 The dragon licked its lips and said,
 “A man, a horse—a feast.”

WORDS TO KNOW
As you read, look 
inside, around, and 
beyond these words 
to figure out what 
they mean.

• gloom

• feast
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 I raised my lance to charge it,
 thinking, What else can I do?
 Then the trees behind it crashed and fell
20 as a giant marched in view!

 The earth beneath began to shake,
 his huge figure blocked the sun.
 Then the giant shouted happily,
 “Why, I’ve found you, little one!”

25 As he bent down to catch the dragon,
 I began to understand:
 The dragon was the giant’s pet,
 scooped up in one huge hand.

 The giant turned to me and said,
30 “Your people will want proof
 that you bravely faced my dragon,
 so I’ll give you this baby tooth.”

 He reached into the dragon’s mouth
 and wiggled out a monster fang,
35 then tossed it through the air at me.
 It hit my shield—clang!

 The people cheered when I returned
 and waved the dragon’s sword-like tooth.
 But I found I was afraid again—
40 Afraid to tell the truth!
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Think and Write Use what you learned from reading the selection to 
respond to these questions.

1  How do stanzas 2 and 3 build on stanza 1?

A They show the knight deciding to be brave.

B They show that the knight doesn’t think he’ll survive.

C They show that the knight plans to ride home instead. 

D They show others telling the knight he is doomed.

2  Reread stanza 2.

As I dressed in shining armor  
and sharpened sword and lance,  
a voice inside me whispered,  
“You haven’t got a chance!”

Which three words help you understand that a “lance” is a type of 
weapon?

A dressed, armor, sword

B armor, sharpened, sword

C shining, armor, chance

D dressed, shining, chance
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3  Stanzas 4–10 each add something new to the story. Write the correct 
stanza number on each line to show when the event occurs and how 
the story builds.

 The giant realizes the knight needs proof.

 A giant appears.

 The giant sees the dragon.

 The giant tosses the knight a dragon tooth.

  The knight meets the dragon.

 The knight is afraid to tell what happened.

 The knight realizes the dragon is a pet.

4  Read line 21 from stanza 6.

The earth beneath began to shake,

Based on stanza 5, why is the earth shaking?

A The dragon attacks the knight and his horse.

B The knight charges the dragon with his lance.

C A giant marches toward the knight and dragon.

D Some trees are cut down in the forest nearby.

5  How do stanzas 6 and 7 build on stanza 5?

A In stanza 5, the knight is only worried about the dragon. In 
stanzas 6 and 7, he runs from both the dragon and the giant.

B In stanza 5, the knight is trying to figure out what else he 
can do. In stanzas 6 and 7, he comes up with a new plan.

C In stanza 5, the knight is afraid of the dragon and giant. In 
stanzas 6 and 7, he realizes they are not dangerous.

D In stanza 5, the knight is getting ready to charge the dragon. 
In stanzas 6 and 7, he realizes the giant will slay the dragon.



Independent Practice
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6  Which line best explains why the knight’s feelings change in 
stanzas 6 and 7?

A “The earth beneath began to shake,” (line 21)

B “his huge figure blocked the sun.” (line 22)

C “The dragon was the giant’s pet,” (line 27)

D “scooped up in one huge hand.” (line 28)

7  What does the giant do in stanza 9?

A He makes the trees crash and fall to the ground.

B He blocks out the sun as he walks along.

C He throws the dragon tooth to the knight.

D He makes the earth shake as he marches. 

8  In stanza 10, why is the knight afraid again?

A He is afraid he might be sent to fight another dragon.

B He worries that the people won’t like the real story of what 
happened.

C He is afraid that the giant will appear and tell the truth.

D He is afraid the tooth isn’t enough proof that he has slain 
the dragon.
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 Learning Target
You’ve seen how stanzas of a poem build on each other to 
explore an idea or tell a story. Explain how you can use this 
understanding to get the most out of reading a poem.

9  Short Response How do stanzas 6 through 9 change the story? 
Use two details from the poem to support your response.
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